We present a parallel distributed solver that enables us to solve incremental dense least squares arising in some parameter estimation problems. This solver is based on ScaLAPACK [8] and PBLAS [9] kernel routines. In the incremental process, the observations are collected periodically and the solver updates the solution with new observations using a QR factorization algorithm. It uses a recently defined distributed packed format [3] that handles symmetric or triangular matrices in ScaLAPACK-based implementations. We provide performance analysis on IBM pSeries 690. We also present an example of application in the area of space geodesy for gravity field computations with some experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Many parameter estimation problems lead to linear least squares problems (LLSP) of the type (1) where each row of A ∈ R m × n and b ∈ R m are collected periodically. The result is that we have to solve successive LLSP. Throughout this paper, b and A will be called respectively the observation vector and the data matrix. After accumulating a sufficient number of observations and/or by using regularization techniques, A is a full column rank matrix. In that case (1) has a unique solution [13, p. 237 ].
In general n and m are large (at least several tens of thousands for n and several hundreds of thousands for m) and we have m >> n. This problem requires the use of parallel platforms that currently offer increasing capabilities in terms of floating-point operations per second and memory storage.
The normal equations method that solves the system is a classical way of solving an LLSP. This method has the advantage of being easy to code and faster than other direct methods. For instance we deduce from [13, p. 225 and p. 238 ] that when m >> n, the normal equations approach requires about half the flop count of the Householder QR factorization (mn 2 vs 2mn 2 ). This explains why the normal equations method is often favored by statisticians. For large scale problems, a parallel distributed solver that performs the assembly of the normal equations and computes a solution using a Cholesky factorization is described in [2] . This solver performs the assembly of the normal equations at the sustained peak rate of a matrix-matrix product and stores the symmetric matrix A T A compactly. The Cholesky factorization gives performance results similar to the corresponding ScaLAPACK [8] routine on moderately parallel platforms (up to 32 processors) while requiring about half the memory. When the application requires an accurate solution, orthogonal transformations and in particular the QR factorization may be more appropriate. In that case, the computational time may be an issue if we want to compute a solution that complies with the requirements of the physical application (e.g. daily computation). Also, similarly to the storage of A T A for the normal equations approach, we have to take advantage of the triangular structure of the R factor.
Out-of-core parallel QR solvers were implemented in several projects [14, 15] that are based on the PLAPACK library [20] and where only the blocks of one
Parallel tools for solving incremental dense least squares problems: application to space geodesy triangular part are stored. But for faster computation of a partial solution or of the covariance (A T A) -1 , we may want to keep the R factor in-core. We propose in this paper a parallel implementation based on ScaLAPACK routines that solve incremental least squares using QR factorization and stores the R factor in-core and compactly. This implementation uses a recently defined distributed packed storage [3] on top of ScaLAPACK routines. In the incremental process, there will be a trade-of between performance and memory depending on how many observations we consider at a time for updating the R factor. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall how to use the QR factorization for solving incremental least squares. The purpose of Section 3 is to give an overview of the distributed packed storage that can be used in ScaLAPACK-based implementations that handle symmetric or triangular matrices. In Section 4, we describe the parallel implementation of the QR updating functionality using the distributed packed format, this includes algorithms description and performance analysis on the IBM pSeries 690 machine. In Section 5, we present first results in the area of gravity field computations. Finally, some concluding comments are given in Section 6.
QR APPROACH FOR INCREMENTAL LINEAR LEAST SQUARES
A reliable way of solving LLSP consists of using orthogonal transformations. The commonly used QR factorization can be performed by using orthogonal transformations called Householder reflections [13, p. 208 ]. The QR factorization of A is given by where Q is an m-by-m orthogonal matrix and R is an n-by-n upper triangular matrix. Since A has full column rank, then R is nonsingular. If we denote Q = ( Q 1 Q 2 ) where Q 1 and Q 2 correspond respectively to the first n columns and the m-n remaining columns of Q, then we have A = Q 1 R.
From
it follows that x can be computed by solving the triangular system Rx = Q 1 T b. In the QR method, the matrix R may overwrite the upper triangular part of A while the Householder vectors are stored in the lower trapezoidal part of A.
Note that Q 1 is not required explicitly and we just need to apply to a vector. The computation of Q 1 T b can be performed by applying the Householder
transformation used to compute R to the vector b. This is achieved by appending b to A and factorizing (A b).
This factorization overwrites b by b and we solve Rx = b using the first n elements of b. If we neglect the cost of the triangular solve, then the computational cost of the least squares solution using a Householder QR factorization is 2n 2 (m -n/3) [13, p. 225] .
We now describe an algorithm that aims to solve an incremental least squares problem where, at each step of this algorithm, we solve an LLSP.
Let A N and B N be respectively the cumulated parameter matrix and observation vector up to date N. Let A N and b N be respectively the data matrix and observation vector that has been collected at date N. Then we have:
The least squares problem to solve at date N can be stated as:
We assume that we have solved the least squares problem at date N. Then, at date N + 1, we have:
We consider the case where we use a QR approach that utilizes Householder transformations. If we denote by R N the R-factor obtained at date N, then R N+1 corresponds to the R-factor in the QR factorization of But we observe that the QR factorization of produces the same upper triangular factor as does the factorization of Furthermore, the storage of the Householder vectors can be avoided by appending the observation vector b N to the matrix to be factorized and overwriting this vector with the (n + 1)-th column of the so-obtained triangular factor.
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The result is that the updating of the R-factor at date N+1 is done by performing the QR factorization of where contains the updated values of resulting from the N previous QR factorizations.
This enables us to obtain the upper trianglar matrix and the solution x N+1 is computed by solving where contains the first n elements of B N+1 . The algorithm that performs the QR factorization of will be described in Section 4.
Similar algorithms for incremental Cholesky and QR factorizations are described in [7, p. 224] in the framework of block angular least squares problems. Note that alternative algorithms referred to as covariance algorithms can update (A T A ) -1 or a factor of it [18] .
BRIEF REVIEW OF PACKED DISTRIBUTED STORAGE
Contrary to the serial library LAPACK [1] , the parallel library ScaLAPACK does not currently support packed format for symmetric, Hermitian or triangular matrices [11] . We recently described in [3] a packed storage scheme that allows us to store compactly symmetric or triangular matrices in parallel implementation on top of ScaLAPACK routines. We quickly recall in this section the principle of this packed format.
ScaLAPACK proposes a data layout based on a two-dimensional block cyclic distribution. In this type of distribution, a matrix of size n is divided into blocks of size s (if we use square blocks) that are assigned to processors in cyclic manner according to a p × q process grid. We refer to [8] for more details about this data layout. The blocks of size s that are spread among processors are called elementary blocks and the blocks of size p.s × q.s corresponding to the p × q process grid are called grid blocks.
In order to be stored in a distributed packed format, a matrix is first partitioned into larger square blocks of size b such that b is proportional to l.s where l is the least common multiple of p and q (b ≥ l.s). We define these blocks as "distributed blocks".
In the remainder of this paper, the algorithms will be expressed in terms of distributed blocks that will be simply called "blocks". Note that the distributed block performs naturally what is defined in [20] as algorithmic blocking or tile for out-of-core implementations [15] .
The following figure summarizes the hierarchy between the elementary block (hosted by one process), the grid block (corresponding to the process
grid), and the distributed block (square block consisting of grid blocks). It shows the three kinds of blocks that we get when we consider a 2 × 3 process grid, s = 1, b = 6 and each block is labeled with the number of process that stores it.
: elementary block, : grid block, :distributed block.
We consider here a matrix A partitioned into distributed blocks A ij and A can be either symmetric or upper triangular or lower triangular. We propose to store A compactly in a distributed packed format that consists in storing the blocks belonging to the upper or the lower triangle of A in a ScaLAPACK matrix ADP (A Distributed Packed).
The blocks of A will be stored horizontally in ADP so that the entries in the elementary, grid and distributed blocks are contiguous in memory and then will map better to the highest levels of cache.
Let us consider the following symmetric matrix A described using distributed blocks, that is
We provide two ways of storing A using our distributed packed format. In the Lower distributed packed format, the lower triangle of A is packed by columns in ADP i.e:
In the Upper distributed packed format, the upper triangle of A is packed by rows in ADP i.e:
The distributed packed storage for upper and lower triangular matrices follows from that of a symmetric matrix since the upper triangular blocked Parallel tools for solving incremental dense least squares problems: application to space geodesy matrix is stored in a packed distributed format as and the lower triangular blocked matrix will be stored as
ADP A A A A A A
We point out that the matrix ADP corresponds "physically" to a ScaLAPACK array that is laid out on the p × q mesh. We also specify that, contrary to LAPACK where upper and lower triangular matrices are both packed by columns, our distributed packed format is different for upper and lower triangular matrices since they are respectively packed by rows and columns. Note also that the diagonal blocks are full blocks and thus do not exploit the triangular or symmetric structure.
In the rest of this paper we will use the following designations and notations. The distributed packed format will be simply referred to as the packed format and an implementation using this format as a packed implementation. We denote by the number of block rows in A. The packed structure ADP will be described using the A ij as previously or will be denoted as the blocked matrix
. A block B k = A ij in ADP will be addressed through the indirect addressing INDGET that maps (i, j) to k (this mapping depends whether a lower or an upper packed storage is chosen).
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF QR UPDATING 4.1. Description of the Algorithm
A packed implementation of the QR factorization updating can be based on the ScaLAPACK routines PDGEQRF (QR factorization) and PDORMQR (multiplication by Q T ). We suppose that the R factor is partitioned into distributed blocks and stored in a distributed packed format as
] that we also denote by B 1:6 . The new observations are stored in a block matrix L 1:N that contains N.b columns and we first assume that L contains b rows. The updating of R is obtained by successively performing the QR factorization of each block row of R with L, as described below. At the first step, we factor: and we advance the updating of the R factor as follows:
B B B B B B
and so on until completion.
We now consider the work array where j = INDGET (i,i), i,e C contains 2b rows and (N -i + 1)b columns. The different ways for implementing the i-th stage in the R updating are described in Figure 1 , where the shaded part refers to the part of C that is factored by the routine PDGEQRF and the dark shaded part represents the part of C to which we apply the Householder transformations using the routine PDORMQR.
In Figure 1 (a) , we perform the QR factorization of the whole matrix C. In that case, using the flop counts given in [13, p. 213 and 225], the R updating algorithm involves about 4bn 2 operations (if n >> b).
This flop count can be reduced by performing a QR factorization of the first b columns of C subsequently followed by the updating of the remaining columns by the Householder transformations (Figure 1 (b) ). From [13] , the computational cost becomes about 3bn 2 (still if n >> b). Figure 2 compares the gigaflops rate of a QR factorization of a b × 2b matrix performed either using PDGEQRF on the whole matrix or using PDGEQRF on the first b columns then PDORMQR on the remaining b columns. One may notice that the combination of PDGEQRF and PDORMQR is much less efficient due to the extra-cost in communication (using two routines involves one more synchronization and also PDORMQR exchanges data that was already available while executing PDGEQRF).
Thus step i in the R updating was implemented as a call to the PDGEQRF routine applied to the whole matrix C that stops the factorization after the first b columns (Figure 1 (c) ). The global updating involves about 3bn 2 operations that are performed efficiently. For that reason, we modified the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEQRF by stopping the QR factorization of an m-by-n matrix after ; % ← the first m 2 columns. The so-modified routine is named PDGEQRF_partial. Algorithm 1 represents the updating of the R factor using PDGEQRF_partial.
One may notice that this algorithm does not take into account the upper triangular structure of B j:j . As will be confirmed by our experiments, this can be compensated by storing more data into L and thus applying PDGEQRF_partial to a block matrix C containing more than 2b rows. As a result, the number of floating-point operations will also decrease. The initialization of the R factor can be implemented by starting with R = 0 and then by successively updating the previous rows by a new one until we have processed the N block rows of R. This allows us to compare the performance of Algorithm 1 with that of PDGEQRF applied to an n-by-n matrix (notice that the factorization time cannot be compared since the initialization of R by successive updates involves 1.5 more operations).
We point out that the ScaLAPACK or PBLAS routines do not have to be modified to support the new packed storage format. The PDGEQRF routine has been modified only for sake of performance. Note that in the case where A has a given block structure, it is possible to reduce the computational effort by exploiting the structure of A and R [12] . Remark 1. Triangular solve and condition number estimate:
We consider a right-hand side that is partitioned into distributed row-blocks of size b and mapped onto the same process grid as the R factor. 
This routine performs the product of R -1 by a vector X. Using the same kind of implementation, we obtain routines that perform the products RX, R T X and R -T X using the packed format. Then it becomes easy to get a packed implementation of the condition number of R T R based for instance on the Power method or on the Lanczos method [13] . 2 , we obtain K(A) from
Since A T A=R T R and K(A T A)=K(A)

Performance Results
Our algorithm was implemented on an IBM pSeries 690 (2 nodes of 32 processors Power-4/1.7 GHz and 64 Gbytes memory per node) installed at CINES and linked with the PBLAS and ScaLAPACK libraries provided by the vendor (in particular the Pessl library). There is only one ScaLAPACK routine that must be considered when tuning our program parameters s, b and the p × q process grid. Here s will be chosen equal to 128 since it provides good performance of the PDGEQRF routine on the chosen platform. The p × q process grid is determined in accordance with [10] i.e such that
The value of b cannot be too large since it also influences the size of the matrix C and then the required storage for the calculation. We take b = l.s in our experiments. Table 1 compares the performance of the initialization of R by successive updates with the performance of a QR factorization of an n-by-n matrix using PDGEQRF. To see the effect of the communication on the performance, we choose values of n such that each processor uses roughly the same amount of 1 4
memory. We notice that the gigaflops rates of our implementation are similar to the ones of ScaLAPACK for all processor counts considered in this study. Let n L be the number of rows in the matrix L that contains the new observations for updating the QR factorization. In Table 2 , we update a 25600 × 25600 matrix R by 51200 new observations and n L varies from 512 to 25600.
As expected at the end of Section 4.1, the number of operations decreases as n L increases. This gain in operations is evaluated by computing the ratio between the operations involved in the updating of R and the operations required in a QR factorization of the 76800 × 25600 matrix containing the original data and the new observations. Then if n L increases, the factorization time decreases but the performance is stable (close to the peak performance of the ScaLAPACK routine PDGEQRF). Here again, choosing the best size for L corresponds to finding a compromise between performance (in time) and storage since large L demands more storage.
APPLICATION TO SPACE GEODESY
An important task in space geodesy is the computation of an accurate model of the Earth's gravity field and of the geoid. It will have applications in many scientific areas such as solid-Earth physics, geodesy, oceanography, glaciology and climate change. The geoid corresponds to a particular surface of equal
128
Parallel tools for solving incremental dense least squares problems: application to space geodesy potential of a hypothetical ocean at rest. It is used to defined physical altitudes and to forecast water circulation that enables us to study ocean circulation, ice motion, sea-level change. The computational task is quite challenging because of the huge quantity of daily accumulated data and because of the coupling of the parameters resulting in completely dense matrices. An imminent GOCE * satellite mission [4, 19] will estimate 90,000 parameters of the Earth's gravitational potential via an incremental least squares problem involving millions of observations. Following [6] , the Earth's gravitational potential V is expressed in spherical coordinates (r, θ, λ) by: (2) where G is the gravitational constant, M is the Earth's mass, R is the Earth's reference radius, the represent the fully normalized Legendre functions of degree l and order m and are the corresponding normalized harmonic coefficients. In the above expression we have For GOCE calculations we will have (about 90,000 unknowns). For the previous missions CHAMP † and GRACE † , we have respectively (about 15, 000 unknowns) and (about 23, 000 unknowns). We point out that the number of unknown parameters is expressed by
We have to compute the harmonic coefficients the most accurately as possible.
The gravity field parameters are computed at CNES § using the orbit determination software GINS [5] . Measurements which are a function of a satellite position and/or velocity are taken into account. These observations are obtained via ground stations (Laser, Doppler) or other satellites (GPS). Then we aim to minimize the difference between the measurements and the corresponding quantities evaluated from the computed orbit by adjusting given parameters (here the gravity field coeffcients). The measured quantities correspond to gravity gradients, i.e the second order spatial derivatives of the gravitational potential V expressed in (2) . This yields to a nonlinear least squares problem that can be solved via a Gauss-Newton algorithm [17] by solving successive LLSP where -the unknown x represents the gravity field deviation (difference between the gravity field parameters and reference values), -the observation vector b contains the difference between the observed gravity gradients and reference values, -the data matrix A contains the first order spatial derivatives of the gravity gradient with respect to the gravity field coefficients (Jacobian of the nonlinear least squares problem).
In our experiments we consider 10 days of observations using GRACE measurements. The total number of observations m = 166, 451. The number of computed spherical harmonic coefficients is n = 22, 801. Table 3 gives performance results in gigaflops per second for computing the gravity field parameters on 4 processors of an IBM eServer p5 (1 node of 8 processors Power5/1.9GHz) dedicated for gravity field calculations at CNES. The computation can be performed in about 4 hours and this satisfies the operational constraints of the users.
To validate the accuracy of the solution, the physicists usually plot a spectrum that represents the geoid height error between the computed model and a reference model. They also depict the resulting geoid map. The solution computed in our example complies with the requirements of the physicists.
We now propose a short error analysis of our numerical results. Following Remark 1, the condition number of A was estimated using the power and inverse power methods that respectively evaluate and and then we obtained To confirm the well-known accuracy of the QR approach, we may compute the relative forward error bound resulting from the backward stability of the
Householder QR factorization method [16, p. 385 ]. This error bound is roughly proportional to where u is the unit roundoff and r the residual b -Ax [7, p. 31 ]. Then, if x denotes the exact solution of the LLSP and x is the solution computed with our QR solver, we get Let now evaluate the influence of errors of measurement. The measurement noise given by the physicists is of order 10 -9 m/s 2 , so we perturbed the right-hand side b by adding to each component b i a constant equal to mod(i, 10)
The relative error with the previously computed solution is equal to 1.2·10 -6 , showing then that, for our given data, the error of measurement may be significant compared with rounding errors. The next mission GOCE will supply much more accurate measures (the measurement noise will be of order 10 -12 m/s 2 ). In that case, the errors due to finite-precision calculations may become more significant and then justify if needed the use of a QR approach for gravity field calculations.
CONCLUSION
The parallel distributed solver proposed in this paper allows us to compute an accurate solution for incremental least squares. The performance analysis showed that there is a trade-off between performance and memory in the choice of some program parameters like the block size or the number of rows considered in the updating process. This QR updating functionality benefits from the packed distributed storage since the memory required for storing the R factor is near minimal (depending on the size of the block size). The good performance of the parallel code is due to the efficient implementation of the ScaLAPACK kernel routine PDGEQRF. The fact that our implementation is ⋅ ⋅ − b 10 8 .
x x
x − ≤ ⋅ − % 6 10 10 . based on the top of ScaLAPACK and Level-3 PBLAS routines ensures the portability of our code on different parallel machines. Finally, this solver enables us to tackle the huge least squares problems encountered in the area of space geodesy. The good numerical and performance results that we obtained encourage us to perform similar experiments on GOCE simulation data.
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